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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a novel method to simulate an multichannel audio experience using stereo headphones. In contrast to conventional, convolution-based methods, the current
approach is based on parametric representations of spatial audio. An audio scene with multiple virtual sound sources is
represented by a mono down-mix signal of all sound source
signals, accompanied by certain statistical (spatial) properties. These statistical properties of the sound sources are
combined with statistical properties of head-related transfer
functions to estimate “binaural parameters” that represent the
perceptually-relevant aspects of the auditory scene. Subsequently, a binaural rendering stage re-instates the estimated
binaural parameters on the down mix. The advantage of this
approach is that the computational complexity of the rendering process is virtually independent of the number of simultaneous sound sources. If combined with parametric multichannel audio coders such as MPEG Surround, the proposed
method is advantageous over conventional methods in terms
of perceived quality and computational complexity.
1. INTRODUCTION
The synthesis of virtual auditory scenes has been an ongoing
research topic for many years. The aim of so-called binaural rendering systems is to evoke the illusion of one or more
sound sources positioned around the listener using stereo
headphones. Binaural rendering has beneﬁts in the ﬁeld of
research, simulation and entertainment [1]. Especially in the
ﬁeld of entertainment, the virtual auditory scene should sound
very compelling and “real”. However, because of the complex nature of current state-of-the-art systems, several concessions are required for feasible implementations, especially
if the number of sound sources that has to be rendered simultaneously is large.
Recent trends in consumer audio show a shift from stereo
to multi-channel audio content, as well as a shift from solid
state to mobile devices. These developments cause additional
constraints on transmission and rendering systems. Firstly,
the number of audio channels that has to be transmitted increases from two to ﬁve. The corresponding increase in
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transmission bandwidth that would result from conventional,
discrete-channel audio coders is often undesirable and sometimes even unavailable. Secondly, consumers often use headphones for audio rendering on a mobile device. To experience
the beneﬁt of multi-channel audio, a compelling binaural rendering system is required. This is quite a challenge given the
limited processing power and battery life of mobile devices.
In this paper, a novel binaural rendering process will be
described that exploits recent advances in parametric multichannel audio compression. The method is based on the
analysis and synthesis of perceptually-relevant parameters of
a virtual auditory scene. The analysis and synthesis of these
so-called “binaural parameters” is outlined in Secs. 3-4; the
integration of this method in the recently ﬁnalized MPEG
Surround standard [2] for multi-channel audio compression
is described in Sec. 5.
2. BINAURAL PARAMETERS
Sound source localization in the horizontal plane is facilitated
by inter-aural time differences (ITDs) and inter-aural level
differences (ILDs) [3], caused by relative path lengths and the
acoustic shadow effect of the head. The properties of sound
propagation also result in an intricate frequency-dependence
of these cues. Sound source elevation is predominantly facilitated by elevation-dependent spectral peaks and notches that
are superimposed on the original sound source spectrum [4].
The acoustical transfer from a certain sound source position to both eardrums in an anechoic environment can be
accurately described by a pair of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs). However, several investigations have shown
that HRTFs may comprise pronounced signal properties that
seem perceptually irrelevant. For example, it has been shown
that for low frequencies, ITDs dominate sound source localization, while at high frequencies, ILDs and spectral cues
are more important [5]. Other researchers have successfully
demonstrated that the frequency-dependent ITD can be replaced by a constant, position-dependent ITD without perceptual consequences [6, 7]. A related ﬁnding is that the interaural time difference can be replaced by a constant inter-aural
phase difference (IPD) within various frequency bands. The
resulting piece-wise constant phase characteristic does not re-
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sult in audible differences provided that the frequency bands
are not broader than critical bands [7].
There is also considerable evidence that certain details of
the HRTF magnitude spectra are irrelevant [8, 9]. Speciﬁcally,
it seems that constant spectral cues within critical bands are a
sufﬁcient requirement for high-quality binaural rendering.
Besides such local spectral stationarity (in critical bands)
as a sufﬁcient prerequisite for high-quality binaural rendering, there are several indications that temporal limitations can
be exploited as well. Several experiments have revealed a
temporally sluggish response of the binaural hearing system
[10]. Fast variations of binaural cues (in the order of 10 Hz
or faster) are perceived as a change in the “compactness” or
“wideness” [3] rather than a temporally varying position. A
statistical property that is often associated with this perceived
compactness is the inter-aural coherence (IC).
The observation that one set of spatial parameters for each
time/frequency tile describes the most relevant perceptual aspects of a sound scene is the basis for recent developments
in audio compression schemes. So-called “spatial audio coding” or “binaural cue coding” algorithms describe stereo or
multi-channel audio by means of a down mix accompanied
with “spatial parameters”, that describe the perceptually relevant spatial properties between various audio channels of the
original content (cf. [11, 12, 13]).
3. BINAURAL PARAMETER ANALYSIS
In conventional binaural rendering systems, sound sources i
with associated time-domain signals xi (t) are rendered at certain positions by convolving each signal with a pair of headrelated impulse responses hL,i (t), hR,i (t), for the left and
right ears, respectively, to result in binaural signals yL,i (t),
yR,i (t). This process is visualized in the left panel of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Synthesis of a virtual sound source by means of HRIR
convolution (left panel) and by means of parametric representations (right panel).
It is often convenient to express the convolution in the
frequency domain using a frequency-domain representation
Xi (f ) of a short segment of xi (t):
Ym (f ) =


i

Hm,i (f )Xi (f ),

(1)

with HL,i (f ),HR,i (f ) the frequency-domain representations
(head-related transfer functions) of hL,i (t),hR,i (t), respectively, and m ∈ {L, R}. The binaural parameter analysis
approach aims at the estimation of the power σY2 m,i in each
time/frequency tile (a so-called “parameter band” which represents a speciﬁc frequency range) of signals Ym , as well as
the inter-aural phase difference (IPD) and inter-aural coherence (IC) that result from all virtual sound sources simultaneously. It turns out that under certain constraints, these
binaural parameters can be estimated accurately from certain statistical properties of the signals xi (t) and the HRTFs
HL,i (f ),HR,i (f ). In particular, (1) the powers of the source
2
, and (2) the musignals in each time frequency tile, σX
i
tual cross-correlation coefﬁcients ci1 ,i2 between source signals xi1 and xi2 have to be known. The parameters of each
HRTF pair that are required comprise (1) the powers in a
speciﬁc parameter band (b) of each HRTF, represented by
2
2
(b), PR,i
(b) for the left and right ears, respectively, (2)
PL,i
the average phase difference φi (b) and (3) the coherence ρi (b)
between corresponding HRTFs.
4. BINAURAL PARAMETER SYNTHESIS
The synthesis process comprises re-instating the binaural parameters on a down mix signal X(f ) of the object signals.
Using a frequency-domain representation, one frame of the
down-mix signal is given by:

X(f ) =
Xi (f ).
(2)
i

The reconstructed binaural signals ŶL , ŶR are obtained
using a matrix operation Wb that is derived for each parameter
band (b) independently and applied to all frequency components (f ) that belong to the parameter band (b) following:




ŶL (f )
X(f )
= Wb
,
(3)
D(X(f ))
ŶR (f )
with D(.) a so-called “decorrelator” which generates a signal
that has virtually the same temporal and spectral envelopes as
its input but is independent from its input. The independence
is achieved by delays, all-pass ﬁlters and spectro-temporal envelope adjustment tools. This method of binaural synthesis is
identical to the parameter synthesis method applied in “parametric stereo” decoders [12]. The matrix coefﬁcients ensure
that for each frame, the two binaural output signals ŶL , ŶR
have the correct levels, as well as IPD and IC relations.
5. APPLICATION TO MPEG SURROUND
MPEG Surround [2] is a novel parametric method for efﬁcient
transmission of multi-channel audio. In this audio coding format, a multi-channel audio signal is represented as a downmix signal and a set of “spatial parameters” that, among other
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aspects, describe the statistical relations of the original multichannel signals in terms of (relative) signal powers and correlation coefﬁcients. Thus, the parameters that are transmitted
represent identical statistical properties between audio channels as those required for the binaural analysis and synthesis
approach described in Secs. 3 and 4. It is therefore possible
to integrate the binaural analysis and synthesis approach in a
dedicated MPEG Surround binaural decoding mode for headphone playback. The architecture of this mode is visualized
in Fig. 2. Instead of directly applying the transmitted spatial parameters to the output signals, the parameters are used
in the binaural parameter analysis stage to compute the binaural parameters that would result from the combined spatial
decoding and binaural rendering process. Thus, the binaural parameter analysis stage estimates the binaural parameters σYL , σYR , IPD and IC for each parameter band and each
newly-transmitted parameter set. The binaural output signals
are subsequently synthesized by the binaural parameter synthesis stage.

that are under severe transmission bandwidth and complexity
constraints.
Twelve listeners participated in this experiment. In a
double-blind MUSHRA test [15], the listeners had to rate
the perceived quality of several processed excerpts against the
original (i.e., unprocessed) excerpts on a 100-point scale with
5 anchors. A hidden reference and the low-pass ﬁltered anchor (reference with a bandwidth limitation of 3.5 kHz) were
also included in the test.
A total of 11 critical excerpts were used. The excerpts
are the same as used in the MPEG Call for Proposals (CfP)
on Spatial Audio Coding [16], and range from pathological
signals (designed to be critical for the technology at hand) to
movie sound and multi-channel music productions.
5.1.2. Results
The results of the listening test are shown in Fig. 3. The various excerpts are given along the abscissa, while the ordinate
corresponds to the average MUSHRA score across listeners.
Different symbols refer to different conﬁgurations. The error
bars denote the 95% conﬁdence intervals of the means.
Test results (Subjects:12, Items:11, Codecs:4)
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Fig. 2. Overview of the binaural decoding mode.
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A listening test was pursued to evaluate the subjective quality of the proposed binaural synthesis method. In this test,
the quality of the MPEG Surround binaural decoding mode
(“MPS binaural”) is compared to a reference condition. This
reference condition comprised convolution of an original
multi-channel audio excerpt with HRIRs. As a control condition, the combination of MPEG Surround multi-channel decoding followed by conventional HRIR convolution was employed (denoted “MPS + HRIR”). For all conﬁgurations, anechoic KEMAR HRIRs [14] were used with a length of 128
samples at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz.
For both the binaural decoding mode as well as the control condition, the same MPEG Surround bit stream was employed. This bit stream was generated using a state-of-the-art
MPEG Surround encoder using a mono down mix conﬁguration. This mono down mix was subsequently encoded using a high-efﬁciency AAC encoder at 44 kbps. The spatial
parameters generated by the MPEG Surround encoder occupied approximately 4 kbps. This rather low bit rate of 48
kbps total was selected because it is foreseen that the binaural
decoding mode is especially suitable for mobile applications

60

Fig. 3. Subjective test results.
The hidden reference (square symbols) has the highest
scores. The results for the binaural decoding mode are denoted by the diamonds; the control condition using convolution is represented by the downward triangles. Although the
scores for these methods vary between 45 and 85, the binaural decoding approach has scores that are higher than the
conventional method for all excerpts. Finally, the low-pass
anchor has the lowest scores of around 20.
If the computational complexity of the binaural decoder
and the conventional systems are compared, also interest-
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ing differences are observed. The number of operations (expressed in equivalent multiply-accumulates per stereo output sample pair) amounts to 251 for the binaural decoder
and 1066 for the MPEG Surround multi-channel decoder followed by convolution using Fast Fourier Transforms. Hence
the binaural decoding mode has a computational complexity
that is approximately four times lower than the conventional,
convolution-based method.
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5.1.3. Discussion
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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mobile applications.
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